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president’s report
I don’t know if I have ever experienced a colder Spring in Nova
Scotia since arriving in 2001. Soil temperatures reading 53
Fahrenheit June 8th, makes it tough for any type of recovery from
winter damage. Let’s hope for warmer days and nights leading
into the summer.
The AGSA scramble is set for Wednesday, August 29th at the Royal
Oaks Golf Club in Moncton New Brunswick. Jim Nix and the Board
have been working on sponsorship packages and event planning,
hoping to make this tournament one of the highlights of the
summer. Kevin Wentzell and his crew will no doubt have his
course in great condition for this event. I haven’t had the chance
to play Royal Oaks before, but look forward to seeing everyone
there.
If anyone has an article they would like to submit to the Turf
News about a project, course construction or something you
think would be a benefit to their fellow members, it would be
appreciated by the editor. Our new website is an ideal forum to
post pictures and help keep it fresh!
Enjoy the rest of the season, see you in Moncton.
Caralynn

Caralynn Cullen
Truro Golf Club
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Visit rainbird.com/DefendYourTurf to read the
full site report, and see how Desert Mountain is
getting more from their irrigation—and their turf.
Follow us @RainBirdGolf

Taking your playing
conditions to new heights.
That’s intelligent.

Rain Bird innovation gives Desert Mountain total control.
With six Jack Nicklaus Signature Courses spread across an 8,000-acre property,
Desert Mountain relies on Rain Bird to deliver consistently exceptional
playability from course to course. From advanced control features
like Flo-Manager® to weather stations that help manage the property’s
microclimates, they have the power to defend their turf with Rain Bird.
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editor’s message

Mark Perry
Head Superintendent,
Rustico Resort Golf & Tennis Club

Summer has finally arrived!! I hope this issue of the Turf News finds you all well and ready for another busy summer season.
After what has been another dismal spring, it looks like our decent summer weather has finally arrived.
In this issue we have included some fine articles and information on what is going to be coming our way over the next
couple of months, “Heat”. It not only has a direct effect on our turf and irrigation systems, but it also has an effect on our
bodies and our staff members. There is some useful information to look at related to turf and hydration and also people
and hydration.
We once again have some very wise words from our regular contributors Jamie, Barry and Paul. I’m not sure how they
come up with what they do, but they always remind us to look after the many important items related to our irrigation,
our machines and most importantly our own bodies. Thanks guys for reminding us to stay on top of these things. We also
have a couple of more Turf Hacks, courtesy of our colleagues on social media. There are truly some smart and
ingenious people in our industry.
Our 2018 AGSA Scramble will be hosted by Kevin
Wentzell and the Royal Oaks Golf Club in Moncton.
The event will take place on August 29th, and I
encourage everyone to take part in the day. It has
been a tremendous success and we look forward to
your continued support of the event and the AGSA.
I hope you all have a wonderful summer season!!

Mark Perry
Turf News Editor
markperry194@gmail.com
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GT230 HiSpeed-Corer

MT200 Verticutter

Veseys is please to partner with Maredo-VB Company. Innovative
machines for turf maintenance. Recently demoed: the MT200
Verticutter, a versatile behind tractor verticutter and scarifying machine;
the GT230 HiSpeed-Corer, transforms your greens mower into a special
coring machine, which removes thatch; and the GT410 VibeSpikeSeeder, transforms your greens mower into a vibe-spiker-seeder.

1-866-455-8873
www.veseysequipment.com

GT410 VibeSpike-Seeder
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Don’t Let Your
Machine Push Your Buttons!

LEARN TO PUSH THEIRS!

Jamie Matheson
Head mechanic, Brudenell River /Dundarave golf courses

With Tier 4 just starting to hit the golf industry,
it can bring with it a fear of new technology.
Like many things, it’s the unknown that brings
the most apprehension. We can change this by
educating ourselves on these products .

Personally, I would still rather deal with the old mechanical
systems but those days have passed and we must move
forward with the times. And while Tier 4 might be new to
golf equipment, these new emission controls have actually
been around for awhile. In a previous career spent working
on Buses, I started seeing this stuff around 2007 or so.
Tier 4 is emission standards set by the EPA to reduce
emissions . It involves a exhaust filter and a lot of sensors.
One of the biggest things I found while dealing with Tier 4
Buses was to make sure the drivers were educated on what
the warning lights meant . Once they understood what the
lights stood for, and when to expect them, it reduced the
calls back to the shop greatly. The same should be true for
turf equipment.
The other important thing is we need to educate ourselves
as techs. This new equipment has wonderful on-board
diagnostics but it is only as good as our knowledge .

There are terrific online sites where we can learn about all
these features . The more we can train ourselves the easier
it will be for the techs at the dealerships to help us when
we call. As I sit here typing this on a computer, I am just
thinking how complicated I thought computers were the
first time I used one. Now it seems like I use one for nearly
everything I do.
If you can devote some time to training yourself to
understand Tier 4 technology, this basic understanding,
some help from the onboard diagnostics and information
and insight from your equipment dealer will allow you to
apply the KISS method (keep it simple stupid) to service
and repair.
And while we are on the subject of equipment dealers.
Before I worked in turf, I spent my career in automotive,
heavy equipment, and bus repair. Turf is by far the best
in terms of dealerships being willing to help you out and
giving you access to information . If you ever get the chance
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to get to a service course it is always money well spent. It is important for our employers to recognize the importance of
training . A few tow calls to the dealership will quickly pay for any training courses .
In the second part of this article I would like to talk about brushing . We have been brushing our tees for a few years now
and our greens for a couple. We think we are seeing less thatch, and for sure there is better ball roll on the greens (truer
and faster). And things just look better.
It has been so successful that this year we started also doing our fairways . We put fairway brushes on one of our mowers in
mid May and already they have been a great success . We bought the brushes, and the mechanic who works with me built
very simple brackets and mounted them to the front roller brackets on the fairway unit. We are working on our second set.

SERVICE
TIPS

With the warm weather coming it is very important to make sure we keep
our rads blown out . Behind our shop we have a air hose hooked up at all
times for the operators to clean their rads out . Make sure you keep your fan
belts tight . Be cool this summer!
Make sure you keep the water level checked in your battery carts . In the
hot busy season it can drop more quickly.
Don’t forget to take time and enjoy some of summer with family! Hope
everyone has a wonderful summer ! May your hydraulic lines be tight and
your greens be fast!

Solutions for Every Need and Budget
Aquatrols has been the world leader in soil surfactant
technology for more than 60 years. Our soil surfactants
optimize soil moisture and improve irrigation efficiency,
resulting in significant water and energy savings.
With a full line of soil surfactant products backed
up by sound science and independent research,
we offer solutions for every need and budget.
Contact your local Aquatrols distributor today or
visit www.aquatrols.com for more information.

®

For more information, contact:

Walter Dea

Territory Manager
wdea@aquatrols.com
514-602-8410

®
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Syringing and hand-watering quench greens' thirst
Charles H. Peacock
To develop a successful cultural program for your turf,
you need a basic understanding of the adaptation,
characteristics and cultural requirements of turfgrasses
and the influence of the environment on their growth
and development. The limiting factors in plant growth, in
descending order of importance, are light, temperature,
moisture and nutrients. All of these factors occur naturally
and directly influence your management practices.
Thus, you cannot separate your cultural program from
the influence of the environment, particularly weather
conditions, including: * Light, which provides the energy
to drive photosynthesis. * Temperature, which determines
the rate of growth and metabolism. * Moisture, which is
critical to metabolic processes and heat dissipation. * Wind,
which promotes the transfer of heat and drying conditions.
The challenge of irrigation Turfgrass cultural practices
include mowing, fertilizing, irrigating, cultivating (coring,
slicing, spiking or vertical mowing), rolling, topdressing
and managing pests. While none of these is necessarily
more important than any other, one of the most difficult to
manage is irrigation.
Turf managers perform irrigation to ensure an adequate
supply of moisture for turfgrass growth and to wash
fertilizers and pesticides into the soil. In most situations,
irrigation is a supplement, not a substitute, for rainfall.
Often, however, total annual rainfall is inadequate, and
the only way turf can survive is with the water you supply
through irrigation. In other regions, adequate rainfall
occurs annually to support turf, but its uneven distribution
makes irrigation necessary at some times of the year.
What happens to rain or irrigation water in turf? One fate
of water is evaporation, the physical change of water from
the liquid to the gaseous state. This requires energy. We
usually think of the radiant energy from the sun as a cause
of evaporation (which it is), but advective and conductive
heat transfer also cause evaporation. Transpiration is
the loss of water vapor from plants, mostly through the
stomata (tiny pores on the leaf surface that plants can
open and close). The total amount of water loss-through
a combination of water that evaporates from the leaf
and soil surfaces, plus the water that plants lose through
transpiration-is evapotranspiration, or ET.
The rate at which turf ET takes place is determined by solar
radiation, rooting depth, relative humidity, temperature,
wind and soil moisture. Thus, a combination of conditions

dealt to you by nature and what you do as a turf manager
determines moisture availability and use, and the ability of
your turf to thrive or simply survive.
Adequate water is especially critical for plants growing
under severe stress conditions. Cool-season grasses during
the hot summer months, regardless of location, commonly
experience heat stress in combination with moisture stress.
This is especially evident on closely mowed turf areas such
as golf-course putting greens. Stress on this turf results
from a combination of close, frequent mowing; shallow
rooting; high ET rates and high air and soil temperatures.
Golf-course superintendents encounter pressure from
golfers to keep greens at extremely low mowing heights,
even during periods of summer stress and heavy traffic.
This results in a shallow root system that cannot use water
found deeper in the soil.
During periods of high ET, internal water stress develops
because water loss exceeds water uptake through the root
system. Midday wilt, even with sufficient soil moisture, is
common on creeping-bentgrass and annual bluegrass
putting greens, especially on those maintained at
extremely low heights. Wilt and even desiccation can occur
within a matter of hours on close-cut creeping bentgrass
because its limited root system largely is confined to the
upper part of the soil profile where high temperatures
disrupt normal root function.
Supplemental irrigation practices Creeping-bentgrass
and annual-bluegrass greens often need supplemental
irrigation to survive periods of summer stress. Syringing
is the practice of applying small amounts of water, usually
0.10 inch or less, to correct plant-water deficits, reduce
plant-tissue temperatures and wash the leaves. Syringing
applies water to the canopy, but is not intended to
restore soil moisture, as is a typical irrigation. Typically,
superintendents syringe in the early morning to remove
dew or at midday to moderate temperatures.
It's difficult to objectively evaluate the effectiveness of
syringing because research on syringing is limited. Work
in the 1970s at Michigan State University found that an
application of 0.25 inch of water to 'Toronto' creeping
bentgrass reduced canopy temperatures 1.8 to 3.6oF for 2
hours. A Cornell University researcher found that applying
0.12 inch of water to 'Astoria' creeping bentgrass between
11:30 a.m. and 3:00 p.m. resulted in a canopy-temperature
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reduction of 7.2 degrees F immediately after spraying.
However, the cooling effect fell off to only 2.5 degrees F
within 10 minutes, and the bentgrass reached presyringing canopy temperatures just 15 to 30 minutes after
syringing. Researchers at North Carolina State University
in the 1980s found that in the absence of wilt symptoms,
canopy temperatures of well-watered creeping bentgrass
were no different 1 hour after syringing, regardless of the
volume of water they applied (0 to 0.21 inch) or timing
(12:00, 1:00, 2:00, 3:00 or 4:00 p.m.). These research studies
focused on canopy-temperature reduction, and the data do
not suggest any long-term benefit of canopy-temperature
moderation from syringing.
Hand-watering One supplementary-irrigation practicehand-watering-is not actually new but one that we now
better understand. The difference between syringing and
hand-watering is the volume of water you apply: handwatering supplies considerably more water. As golf-course
superintendents became more skillful at growing creeping
bentgrass under hot and sometimes extremely humid
conditions, they became aware that the small volumes of
water applied through syringing did not meet the plants'
needs. Thus, hand-watering has become more prevalent.
Ask anyone who has worked on a golf course, especially
from the upper Transition Zone southward, if one of the
most important (and least favorite) summer activities is not
hand-watering "hotspots" on bentgrass putting greens.
Several years ago, new research methodology made
possible a study performed at North Carolina State
University to better understand the mechanisms by which
syringing and hand-watering benefit turf. This problem
was the focus of graduate studies for Benny Bennett,
Jr. Bennett's main study goal was to determine how
syringing and hand-watering treatments affected leaf
water potential (a measure of plant-water status-the lower
the potential, the greater water stress the plant is under),
canopy and soil temperatures and turf quality. Bennett
applied supplemental irrigation to a 'Penncross' creepingbentgrass green growing on a USGA-specification root
zone at a syringing rate (0.05 inch) or a hand-watering rate
(0.20 inch) at 1:00 p.m. on days when canopy temperatures
exceeded 35 degrees C. He measured leaf water potential,
canopy temperature and soil temperature before irrigating
and at 30, 60 and 120 minutes after the application.
Leaf-water potential.
Similar results occurred in all sampling months. Leaf
water potential significantly increased in syringed plots
but could not be sustained. A significant decrease in leaf
water potential was noted at 60 minutes aftersyringing.
In contrast, leaf water potential of hand-watered plots
10

initially responded similar to syringed plots at 30 minutes
after watering, but these increased levels were maintained
for much longer (up to 120 minutes after watering). This
probably was due to the uptake of water by shallow roots.
Canopy temperature.
Bennett observed immediate reductions in canopy
temperature after both syringing and hand-watering
(reductions ranged from 3.6 to 9.0 degrees F at 5 minutes
after application-see Figure 2, bottom of previous
page). However, 30 minutes after application, canopy
temperatures were back to control levels and remained
there for the rest of the measurement period. It is unlikely
that the differences in canopy temperature that occurred
in this study could substantially contribute to creepingbentgrass survival. These results suggest that extended
cooling of the canopy is not the primary means by which
syringing and hand-watering improve turf performance.
Rather, supplemental-irrigation treatments apparently
improve the water status of creeping bentgrass, as
evidenced by higher leaf water potentials.
Turf quality in both syringed and hand-watered plots was
significantly and visibly better than that of the control plots
(see table, above), which exhibited areas of desiccation
and suffered from overall thinning. No increase in disease
incidence occurred due to increased moisture in the
hand-watered or syringed plots, and syringing and handwatering treatments did not influence soil temperature in
this study. These results validate supplemental irrigation,
especially and-watering, as a means of improving the
quality and performance of creeping-bentgrass turf.
Influence of research on practice Compared to fullcoverage syringing, hand watering offers more efficient use
of water for relieving initial symptoms of drought stress. By
using quick couplers with hose-and-nozzle attachments to
treat only the areas that have visual indications of heat and
moisture stress, you avoid disrupting play and conserve
water. Areas such as slopes, ridges or portions of the green
that suffer from localized dry spot may need syringing
or hand-watering, while the remainder of the green has
sufficient moisture.
Continued research should address differing application
rates, cultivars and root-zone mixes, as well as root-zone
sub-surface air movement and other factors. Our researchbased recommendations are improving, but to continue to
improve cultural programs and refine Best Management
Practices, researchers must continually explore new ideas
and reassess standard practices.
Dr. Charles H. Peacock is professor of turfgrass science at
North Carolina State University (Raleigh, N.C.).
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SUN SAFETY ON THE GOLF COURSE
For all the fun you can have in the summer sun, it also poses serious health risks to the skin and eyes. But you can play
it safe by understanding the risks and taking simple precautions.
SKIN - “One out of every five Americans will get a skin
cancer,” says Dr. Thomas Rohrer of Skin Care Physicians
in suburban Boston, “and someone dies every hour from
melanoma. Who’s most as risk? Caucasian men.” For the
best sun protection, start with sunscreen. “Use SPF 50 or
greater,” says Dr. Rohrer. “I suggest putting it on before you
get to the course so that you don’t forget. Then reapply at
the turn.” If you don’t like the greasy feeling on your hands,
there are sprays and sticks, and sport sunscreens made to
not run and get into your eyes.
Another reason to apply sunscreen before leaving home is
protection while driving to the course. “In this country, we
see more skin cancers on the left side of the face and arm,”
says Rohrer. “In Britain, where they drive on the other side
of the road, cancer is more common on the right side.” Be
sure to put sunscreen on often-overlooked areas like the
ears (especially the tops), back of the neck, nose (which
gets the most sun per square inch of any body part), and
top of the head, where men have less hair.
Dr. Rohrer also suggests wearing a hat. “A visor doesn’t do
anything but protect some of the forehead.” A baseball
cap is okay; bucket hats, with brims all the way around,
are better. The wider the brim—four inches gives a lot of
protection—the better.
Consider wearing two gloves—“The hands are in the sun all
the time and the skin is thin; we see a lot of skin cancers on
hands”—as well as sun-protecting sleeves on the arms and
legs. And keep checking your skin for possible trouble. Look
for what you think is a mole that changes in size, shape, or
color. See a dermatologist whenever you have a little bump
that won’t go away after a few months. Find more sunprotection tips on the website of the American Academy
of Dermatology.

EYES - Eye protection starts with a hat. “A cap with a brim
will protect somewhat from ultraviolet (UV) and violet
rays and the brim will shield some of the sun,” explains Dr.
Donald Tieg, founder and medical director of The A Team,
a group of vision associates who focus on improving the
visual system for performance in sports. But it’s sunglasses
that do the most good, particularly with lenses that offer
100% protection from UV. “UV rays are linked to the onset
of cataracts and discoloring of the lens of the eye,” says Dr.
Tieg, who also explains that these rays can bring on macular
degeneration. All these problems have been exacerbated
by the thinning of the ozone layer, which makes sunlight
even more potent.
Just like with skin, people with more darkly pigmented
eyes can better handle the sun. Those with lighter skin
and lighter eye color also will be more sensitive to glare:
They might want to consider mirrored lenses, which reflect
glare away from the eye. Different lens colors can affect
your performance. “You don’t want to wear a tinted lens
that will negatively affect the ability to read greens,” says
Dr. Tieg, who is a golfer and conducts clinics with golf pros
to improve visual acuity, especially when putting. “Usually
neutral gray or bronze/amber lenses don’t distort other
colors. Vermillion, a rose color, also doesn’t distort but it’s
not great on a bright day. And you don’t want to wear a
dark lens when it’s not bright sunshine as you won’t see as
clearly.”
Another good choice is lenses made with melanin,
the same pigment that gives skin and eyes their color.
Synthetic melanin is added to lenses to block both UV and
violet rays, and it does not distort colors. (Sundog and Greg
Norman are among the golf-specific manufacturers that
have offered melanin lenses.) In all cases, make sure you’re
getting high-quality lenses. And don’t assume polarized
lenses are better: “They distort the ability to read greens,”
says Dr. Tieg.
Experiment to see which color lenses work for you. “Some
tints create vibrancy, so when you look you can distinguish
between different cuts of grass. If you have a tint, putting
is so much easier.” But don’t confuse vibrancy with clarity,
says Dr. Tieg: “Nothing beats the purity of the human eye
with nothing in the way.”

5 Hydration Facts You Need To Know (But Probably Don't)
With the summer heat, it's important to make sure you stay hydrated. And I mean really hydrated. Our bodies are over
two-thirds water. Even our bones are composed of more than 20% water! Water is needed to transport all the nutrients,
hormones and even wastes through our bodies, so it’s important to avoid dehydration, an often overlooked aspect of
disease. As Dr. Fereydoon Batmanghelidj says, in his book Your Body’s Many Cries For Water, “You’re not sick, you’re thirsty!”
Most of us are dehydrated and we don’t even know it.

Here are five potentially surprising
things you need to know about
staying hydrated. Keep them in mind
as the temperature rises!

1. Thirst pains are real.
Yes, we have hunger pains, but did you know that we also have
thirst pains? Often, we can’t rely on a dry mouth to tell us that we
need a little more H2O. Chronic joint pain, headaches and gastric
ulcers can often spell d-e-h-y-d-r-a-t-i-o-n. Water is needed to carry
acidic waste away from cells, and when we’re dehydrated, these
wastes don’t get carried away, leading to our nerves interpreting
the acidic waste as pain.
2. If you’re tired, it may be dehydration.
One study conducted by Loughborough University found that a
mere 5% drop in water levels in the body can cause a 25-30% loss
in energy. Even a 3% drop can cause fuzzy thinking, “brain fog”
and a slower metabolism. Another study conducted by University
of Connecticut’s Human Performance Laboratory found that even
a 1.5% water loss led to reduced cognitive function, headaches
and fatigue in 25 women and 26 men.
3. Allergies and asthma can be linked to dehydration.
Dr. Batmanghelidj found that when the body is dehydrated,
histamine begins to ration water, which in turn increases histamine
and the allergic response and lowered immunity. Chronic
dehydration triggers a histamine release in asthma sufferers,
which leads to inflammation and bronchial constriction.
4. City water can mess with our digestion.
City water is chlorinated to remove pathogens and disinfect the
water. Chlorine is a skin irritant (consider mounting a shower filter
if you suffer from eczema or dry skin), pro-oxidant, and destroyer
of friendly microflora and stomach acid. When our friendly
microflora are wiped out, we can suffer from bloating and slower
digestion, and when our stomach isn’t able to produce as much
stomach acid and enzymes as it should, digestion can become
downright uncomfortable.
5. How much water do you need?
It’s an individual thing, as water requirements vary from person
to person. The amount of water we need depends on a number
of factors, including our size, activity level, stress level, the climate
or temperature and our diet. A good basic rule of thumb is to
take your body weight (in pounds) and divide it by 2. This is the
number of ounces of water that you should be drinking each day.
For example, if you weigh 150 pounds, you will need 75 ounces
of water per day. Divide this by 8 to get the number of 8-ounce
glasses you should be drinking.
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irrigation corner
Barry K Stone CGIA

By now all our irrigation systems should be up and
operational, with demands varying around the countryside
from snow melting equipment, to daily requirements. The
past winter was very friendly to many courses and not so
pleasant to others.

It is often said that all good things must come to an end and
nothing is more constant than change. This old adage even
applies at Rain Bird, with the retirement of Fred Sherman
from Rain Bird here in Canada. Fred officially turned off the
sprinkler on June 08 after 30 years with Rain Bird.

Lightning and surge damages were more common over
this past winter season than we experience during the
summer season in certain regions. The hits of lightning
this past winter caused problems in all three Maritime
Provinces, with some damage occurring in control panels
that were even turned off.

I have had the privilege to work with and also enjoy Fred’s
mentorship, guidance and friendship for 25 years. He
always presented a positive outlook, sterling demeanor,
crafty wit and enjoyed a good debate on any irrigation
subject.
Over the years Fred spent many hours travelling in the East
and worked hard to support both us and our clients and
on behalf of all the members of the AGSA we want to wish
Fred all the best and a long healthy retirement.

As mentioned in my previous Irrigation Corner the demands
on courses to have water withdrawal permits, flow meters
and daily recording are increasing especially in Nova
Scotia. These requests by the DOE are mandatory; apply to
all water usage over 23,000 liters per day regardless of the
source. This includes course’s own man-made ponds, dug
and drilled wells. There are no exceptions, the directions
are very specific and they must be followed. Often times
the paperwork will require the services of an Environmental
Engineer and/or Hydrologist. Also worth noting, current
permits that are coming up for renewal must be completed
prior to expiry dates or you could be forced to re-apply as if
you never had a previous permit.

Fred has very fond memories of his travels in the East and
would enjoy hearing from any of the Atlantic Supers, his cell
number has not changed and his new e-mail is sherman.
fred@icloud.com
May your summer season treat you with green grass, blue
skies, gentle breezes, and many friendly golfers.
Cheers,
Barry K Stone CGIA

SHINE A LIGHT
Paul MacCormack
Fox Meadow Golf Club
@peifoxmeadow

One of the fundamental truths of life as a human is that, no matter what,
we all suffer. At any given time the level of difficulty changes, but some
measure of it is unavoidable. How we engage and relate to this inevitable
suffering can be one of the keys to living a balanced life.
As Superintendents, we are all too familiar with the pitfalls and traps that
can infringe on our quality of life. Long hours, pressure from members
and management, boatloads of unrealistic expectations…they can
all add up to burn out if we are not mindful of our surroundings and
responses.
This suffering takes on a much deeper meaning when mental illness
enters the room. We have all had an experience with mental instability.
If you tell people otherwise you are simply lying to them and worse, to
yourself. That lie is the greatest trick that mental illness pulls. It’s bad
enough that the person affected suffers with the acuity of the actual
disease, but they then feel the need to keep it a secret. The shame of
dealing with mental illness in a culture that dismisses it as a sign of
weakness can be crippling in and of itself.
It is also extremely difficult for the families and friends of those afflicted.
They also feel the stigma our society shovels on first hand, and will often
go to great lengths to protect and shelter their loved one. The affliction
not only affects the direct sufferer, but also goes a long way in governing
the lives of those that love and care about them. It becomes a tiring cycle
of adaptation, frustration, advocacy, and compassion.
Thankfully there are signs that things are slowly changing. There are
movements afoot to unlock doors and shine a light on the stigma
attached to mental illness. For those who live this struggle every day it
cannot come fast enough, but the tide does appear to slowly be turning.
As participants in both our Superintendent community and our broader
communities as a whole, what can we do? How can we help?
As someone who lives this reality every day (I have experienced anxiety,
depression, and panic attacks first hand. My lovely wife Jill has had to
learn to make friends with her anxiety and sensitivities over the years.
My family also deals with the struggles that accompany my amazing
oldest daughter Maria’s battle with severe OCD) here are a few tips…

•

Help is available – if you or someone you know is struggling please
reach out and get help. No one deserves to suffer alone. Please reach
out to anyone you know that might be suffering in silence, your help
can literally change a life.

•

Vulnerability does not equal weakness – those who deal with mental
issues on a daily basis are some of the bravest and strongest people
I know. The internal struggles they live with would cripple even the
strongest of people. Allowing people the space to be open with their
pain moves us closer towards being a healthier, more caringsociety.

•

Shine a light – the irony of mental illness is that it only gains power
over us when we hide it. By keeping it locked away it only grows in

stature and becomes a far bigger problem in the long
run. Bringing it into the open and letting people know
that it’s ok to have issues may actually go a long way to
preventing more issues down the line.

•

Compassion is Key – those who deal directly with the
various forms of mental illness need help…but they
also need our compassion and our kindness. Care and
love go a great deal further than shame and guilt.

•

Advocacy & Education – If someone close to you suffers
get educated from reliable resources and then go to
bat for them. Spread the word, and never be afraid to
change the overall perception of mental illness. Those
who live with these diseases need all the guidance
and education they can get so they can learn how to
manage their illness and regain their lives. Also, systems
don’t change unless those who can speak up do so.

•

We are all in this together - Many of the most highly
creative and thoughtful people you know have suffered
from or are suffering from mental illness. High sensitivity
produces wonderful art, music, dance and writing but

the flip side of it is that many of these same people
also are more prone to stimulus overload, anxiety and
depression. We all enjoy art of all kinds, so giving those
creative enough to produce it enough space to be who
they are meant to be helps us all.

•

Take Care of Yourself – No one is immune to mental
illness, but how we take care of ourselves when we are
well can go a long way to keeping us well. If you are
prone to mental illness (or just a human being) view self
care the same way you would view medication, because
study after study shows that it is vitally important. The
practice of mindfulness meditation has also proven to
be benefical for many who suffer from mental illness,
whether through breath work which is great for anxiety
and panic attacks or the simple act of taking time to
be truly present to life as it unfolds. Meditation can be
a wonderful , life enhancing management tool once
acute symptoms are under control. Making self care a
top priority can go a long way towards healing mental
trauma and also lessening its impact in the future.
Thanks so much for reading…

www.maritimegreen.org
Phone: (800) 565-8873

Purchase Together
3 Cases (15 gal) $99/case of
§ NITRO 28-0-0
2.5 Cases (12.5 gal) $199/case of

Covers 9 Acres of
Greens
For
Stuart Gillies
506-872-4004
Kevin Falls
226-821-4421

$1,500
Reg. $2,090

§ TKO PHOSPHITE 0-29-26
2 Pails (10 lbs.) $149/pail of
§ BIONUTRIENTS SOLUABLE 8-0-9
2 Cases (10 gal) $499/case of
§ HYDRO-MAX

TURF HACKS

Here are a few great ideas you may be able
to use in your turf operation.
FORKLIFT PLATFORM
Need to do some overhead trimming
of some trees or maybe some repairs
to a building? This multi purpose
forklift platform may more safely
assist you in these jobs.

UTILITY CART DUMP TRAILER
Has the engine quit on your utility vehicle and is it too
expensive to replace? Why not turn the dump box into a
portable trailer. Great for hauling material, garbage or debris.
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Insights from Great White North
By Joe Gulotti
The conventional nutritional guidelines for turfgrass were
developed in the 1960s and ’70s, based on forage crops like
corn. People figured if the recommended nutrient levels
were good for growing corn, they must be cool for growing
turf. While forage crops are for the most part profitable, they
really couldn’t figure out how to place a value on turfgrass.
So, the developers of these arbitrary guidelines deliberately
placed high targets on the nutritional values for growing
turf without regard to costs.

The last time I visited Canada was in 1992 to see the Grateful
Dead at the Copps Coliseum in Hamilton, Ontario. I haven’t
had a legit reason to go see our great neighbors to the
north until I heard about the Atlantic Turfgrass Conference
& Trade Show going down in Moncton, New Brunswick.
And why would some greenkeeper from Delaware show
an interest in visiting the Maritimes during the throes of
winter? Because three of the most revolutionary thinkers in
our industry today — Micah Woods, Jason Haines and Chris
Tritabaugh — were all slated to present.
Short of Jerry Garcia’s ghost booking a show on the Canadian
side of Niagara Falls, this conference seemed like a helluva
reason to head north. So, I packed up the Titleist duffel bag
I scored at the member/guest last year and boarded an
Embraer 175. Destination: Moncton.

The conventional guidelines are broken

In 2006, Woods began the process of improving the
guidelines with the help of Larry Stowell, Ph.D., co-owner and
co-founder of Pace Turf. They determined the conventional
guidelines were way too high, but the numbers they came
up with, although much lower, seemed arbitrary as well.
It then dawned on them (more so Stowell than Woods,
according to Woods) they had this data set of soil conditions
producing adequate surfaces. They immediately began
studying this data to determine the minimal amount of
nutrients needed to produce good turf. After six years of
collecting data, they agreed on some palpable numbers,
and the Minimal Levels of Sustainable Nutrition (MLSN)
were born.
“I thought we’d get laughed out of the room by scientists
because they would say, ‘You can’t do soil interpretation that
way,’”Woods says about when MLSN was first published. “But
the traditional target levels are just wrong and too high, so
MLSN was designed to fix these problems and to provide a
modern fertilizer recommendation for turfgrass anywhere
in the world based on modern soils, modern turf varieties
and the modern turf management practices we use today.”

“The conventional soil guidelines did not consider the cost
of fertilizer very important because golf courses have plenty
of money, apparently.” —Micah Woods
Micah Woods, Ph.D., literally was born into golf. The first
year of his life was spent in an RV cruising across Canada
with his family as his father chased the Canadian golf tour.
Although his father didn’t make it as a touring professional,
he passed his love of the game to his son.
Today Woods is chief scientist at the Asian Turfgrass Center
in Bangkok, Thailand. The turf industry would be pretty
dull without Woods’ logical and thoughtful input, and who
knows where soil nutrition would be if his dad had hooked
him up with a Louisville Slugger instead of a set of blades.

In Micah Woods’ travels throughout the world, he’s seen
interesting fertilizer applications, such as the one shown here
on a golf course in Vietnam.

The Matrix
“This is your last chance. After this, there is no turning back.
You take the blue pill — the story ends, you wake up in your
bed and believe whatever you want to believe. You take
the red pill — you stay in Wonderland and I show you how
deep the rabbit-hole goes.”
—Morpheus, The Matrix

Jason Haines took the red pill, and probably was the first
greenkeeper to implement MLSN guidelines into a modern
fertility program.
Haines is a superintendent who grows (kills) grass at Pender
Harbour Golf Club, located on the Sunshine Coast of British
Columbia. This Canuck has been bombarding our industry
with revolutionary ideas “aboot” managing grass since 2012.
When superintendents in his area faced a pesticide ban, the
majority tried to fight it.
Haines had a different take. “Everyone was putting all their
efforts into stopping the ban,” he explained, “but no one was
thinking about what we were going to do if the ban actually
happened. So, from that point forward, every decision I
made took into account my end goal of reducing pesticide
use.”
This is why I was so pumped to meet this guy, because who
the hell thinks this way? If the hippies in my state ever decide
to organize and demand that golf courses ban pesticides,
I’m not sure I have the courage to go Haines style. In all
likelihood, I join the jerks battling the ban.
Although the Great Recession hit the states in ’08, the folks
at Pender Harbour really didn’t feel the sting until 2010.
Realizing the times, they were a-changing, Haines cruised
the web searching for ideas to spend less dough and
stumbled upon Woods and Larry Stowell’s newly developed
guidelines, which claimed to be a “more sustainable
approach to managing soil nutrient levels that can help you
decrease fertilizer inputs and costs, while still maintaining
desired turf quality and playability.”
“I was all in,” Haines gushes. “MLSN seemed simple, and if it
didn’t work, I would go back to the old way.”
The cost savings were immediate, but something else
happened that was unexpected.

“It seemed like the less fertilizer I applied, the better the turf
responded. It’s one of those things that seem too good to
be true, and I didn’t believe it until I saw it.”
It was a revelation, and he opined that perhaps there was
more to applying less fertilizer than simply saving money.
Maybe, Haines hypothesized, the past problems he’d seen
— disease and weeds — were caused by applying too
much fertilizer.
Describing himself as “super curious and too obsessed” to
wait for someone else to figure out all this, Haines went to
work.
The first thing he noticed was a huge reduction in weeds.
Prior to implementing MLSN, postemergent herbicides were
a big part of his program. But when he stopped applying
potassium on his tees and fairways — because the K levels
in his soils were way above the MLSN guidelines — weeds
like clover and dandelion vanished.
“We still get the odd dandelion popping up,” he says, “but
instead of spraying herbicides to get rid of them, I just tee
up a Titleist on top of one and blast it with a wedge.”
In his quest to battle the pesticide ban “his way,” Haines
basically stopped applying pesticides to see what would
happen. He observed that growth rate might influence
disease pressure. For example, when growth was high, he
recognized more disease. But when the growth rate slowed,
there was less disease.
“If I had applied a fungicide,” Haines explained, “I would’ve
learned nothing.” Haines currently uses MLSN to determine
his fertilizer use but describes it as “boring.” “It’s easy to get
your nutrients right in the soil,” he says.
He’s also been labeled a minimalist but prefers to describe
what he’s doing as “precision turf management.”
“I’m not using less to use less,” Haines states, “I’m using less
because in the past I used too much. I try to figure out the
right amount and apply that amount.”
Haines also thinks it’s cool to be poor. He sees his low budget
as an opportunity to see what’s possible. His focus today is
trying to eliminate all the guessing we do as turf managers.
“If we can figure out where we are guessing and guess less,”
he says, “we might be able to seriously reduce that margin
of error.”

1. Is this element required as fertilizer?
2. If it is required, how much should I apply?
The answers to these two questions lies in the middle of
the two extremes, thus clarifying our goals with fertilizers.
Woods explains that “it’s too risky to assume the soil can
supply everything, while it’s silly and a waste of time and
money to assume the soil can supply nothing. MLSN lets us
find the perfect spot in between those two extremes to
produce excellent turf, supplied with just the right amount
of nutrients, with no risk of nutrient deficiencies.”
In Japan, clippings are collected in this fairway mower
outfitted with a vacuum.

Nutrient deficiencies: Avoidable disasters
“I tend to think of things in extremes. I sometimes find it
useful to take a thought and go all the way to the extreme
in one direction, and all the way to the extreme in the other
direction, recognizing in reality what we’re trying to do
is somewhere in between. But if we can understand the
implications of taking that thought all the way to the
extreme, it helps us clarify what is the reasonable thing to
do.” —Micah Woods
Our goals with fertilizers are very simple. They are to supply
the grass with what it can use while preventing nutrient
deficiencies in an effort to grow good grass.
Applying no fertilizer while expecting the soil to supply
all the nutrients required to grow healthy turf would be
considered an extreme. Another extreme would be to
totally
disregard what is in the soil and apply 100 percent of
what the soil can use. For years our industry has leaned
toward this second extreme by ignoring what is in the soil
and over-fertilizing. We never asked ourselves two logical
questions, posed by Micah Woods:

‘M’ stands for minimum One of the biggest errors
greenkeepers make with MLSN guidelines is assuming
the numbers are targets. Unlike traditional soil testing —
where values are classified as low, optimum or high —
MLSN represents the minimal amount valued in parts per
million.
For example, when you receive results from a soil test
and the calcium level is 828 ppm, this is well above the
minimum of 331 ppm of the MLSN guidelines. Is this
element required as fertilizer? No.
But if those calcium levels are 280 ppm, you would be at a
deficit, so this element would be required as fertilizer. Even
if a soil test comes back right on the number of 331 ppm,
you better fire up the Vicon, because that reserve will need
to be replenished. The plant is going to use what’s there (it
is available!), because the last thing you want is a nutrient
deficiency. Those are avoidable disasters.
MLSN really is this simple. It eliminates the guesswork
along with the burden of trying to balance everything
going on beneath our feet. MLSN can be implemented on
any grass type or soil type and will work just as well on Poa
annua greens in California as it does on zoysia fairways in
Japan. What MLSN has done is repair the old and broken
conventional guidelines and give turf managers around
the globe a more logical approach to interpreting soil data.
Photos: Jason Haines (1); Micah Woods (2, 3)
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Thank you for your support of turfgrass excellence in Atlantic Canada

AGSA SCRAMBLE
Wednesday, August 29, 2018

Royal Oaks Golf Club
presented by

1 PM SHOTGUN START
Lunch and Dinner included
Lunch begins at 11:30
Supper immediately following
the Tournament

$125+HST $500+HST
/person

/team

Featuring a Special Guest Speaker from
Bayer Innovation – the Past, Present and Future
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Lynx ®

Out With the Old and in With the New.

Upgrade your current control system to NEW technology in one day!
Contact Turf Care to find out how:

Jeremy Phillips, Sales & Service Representative | p: 416-347-4601 or 1-800-561-8873 | e: jeremyp@turfcare.ca

The Easy Choice

WHEN POWER, PERFORMANCE,
VERSATILITY AND COMFORT MATTER.

Contact your local Turf Care representative to find out more about purchase and lease opportunities:
Nova Scotia & Newfoundland - Rafuse Golf Cars: 902-825-6582 | Ontario, Quebec, New Brunswick & PEI - Turf Care Products Canada: 1-800-561-8873

Helping your business GROW.
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Products Canada Limited

Join the conversation:
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@TurfCareProdCA

Visit: turfcare.ca

DYNAMIC DUO
Your fall program is key
to your summer success.

Use Interface Stressgard for those fall diseases and
count on Trilogy Stressgard to handle your winter
diseases. This Dynamic Duo won’t let you down.

@BayerGolfCA

www.bayeres.ca

1-888-283-6847

ALWAYS READ AND FOLLOW LABEL INSTRUCTIONS. Bayer, the Bayer Cross, Interface Stressgard and Trilogy Stressgard are trademarks of Bayer.
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Expert Technical Advice + Quality Products

= Perfect Turf

Contact your Halifax Seed Turf Rep Today!
Callum Haughn: (902) 222-9335 @haughnmower
Ryan Sherry: (902) 223-2858 @ryesherry

#HSturf

